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Co-Founder of GivingBack Films.
MSc Business Psychologist 
Over 15 years of experience in the 3rd sector and CSR  

My ultimate professional goal is to help companies to better communicate their
commitment to the United Nations SDG - Sustainable Development Goals - Sustainability
and Social Impact. 

That’s why GivingBack Films was created. We believe that you can inspire others with your
actions and your business can lead the way into a sustainable future, 
but first you need to reach people with your message. 

www.givingbackfilms.com
juliana@givingbackfilms.com 
@gbfilmsuk
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What is CSR 

Are carried out for social or environmental purposes; 
Are voluntary as not prescribed by law. 

Broadly speaking, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is an umbrella term referring to business
practices that: 

In addition, many definitions of CSR distinguish it from philanthropy, emphasizing that CSR is generally
related to the firm’s core business and contributing to its profitability. CSR, so understood, can be
conceptualized as a set of practices integrating social, environmental and profit-related
considerations.

The ISO 26000 norm, one of the most widely adopted CSR standards, explicitly links CSR with
Sustainable Development, by defining it as “the responsibility of an organization for the impacts of its
activities on society and environment, through transparent and ethical behavior that contributes to
sustainable development […].”

https://www.hec.edu/en/faculty-research/centers/society-organizations-institute/think/so-institute-executive-factsheets/what-corporate-social-responsability-csr



 

https://csr-accreditation.co.uk



Models
and
strategies

A model is how you chose to organise your CSR approach.
Strategy is defining your objectives and how to assess,
implement, evaluate and improve your practices in order to
achieve your goals.  

 DIY WORKS BEST



CSR success 



Aligning businesses
and charities - what
our clients are doing 



Cause related
marketing 

Brand building 

&



As its name implies, cause-related marketing is the process of marketing a specific
idea, cause, or goal, rather than a specific business, product, or service.

One of the biggest differences between cause-based marketing and ethical
marketing is that cause-based campaigns typically focus on a specific objective,
whereas ethical marketing focuses on broader marketing principles that apply to

many different aspects of an organisation’s marketing efforts.



Feel free to reach out!

Internal and
external comms  Video used internally to

celebrate and promote 1
year of the project 

Video used for investors and
awards entry 

Video used externally to celebrate
the end of the progamme via emails
and socials  

https://vimeo.com/728438321/cf742775aa
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/605528063/da361aa517
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/640370759/b28342d057


www.givingbackfilms.com
juliana@givingbackfilms.com
maisy@givingbackfilms.com

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/727553951

